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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Fewer Greater than Less than sign Greater than sign

More than Compare Equal Less than

1. __________ - to decide if one number is greater than, less
than, or equal to another number

2. __________ - same amount or quantity

3. __________ - smaller quantity or amount

4. __________ - more than; shows relationship between
numbers

5. __________ - more than symbol showing relationship
between numbers or quantities

6. __________ - not as many as; shows relationship between
numbers

7. __________ - not as many; a symbol showing relationship
between numbers or quantities

8. __________ - greater than; shows relationship between
numbers
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Fewer Greater than Less than sign Greater than sign

More than Compare Equal Less than

1. Compare - to decide if one number is greater than, less than,
or equal to another number

2. Equal - same amount or quantity

3. Fewer - smaller quantity or amount

4. Greater than - more than; shows relationship between
numbers

5. Greater than sign - more than symbol showing relationship
between numbers or quantities

6. Less than - not as many as; shows relationship between
numbers

7. Less than sign - not as many; a symbol showing relationship
between numbers or quantities

8. More than - greater than; shows relationship between
numbers
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